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Sex and gender: modifiers of 

health, disease, and medicine

The Lancet, Volume 396 Issue 10250 Pages 565-582 (August 2020)



Eur Heart J, Volume 35, Issue 33, 1 September 2014, Pages 2213–2223.

Agonists, receptors, and effector systems

participating in platelet activation

Sex-related

differences

«Available data seem overall to 
suggest increased activity of 
primary haemostasis (i.e. 
enhanced platelet adhesion
and shorter bleeding times) in 
males, but more re- active
platelets in response to ex vivo 
agonists in females». 





Kaplan–Meier 

estimate of 

mortality and 

safety outcome at 
2 years of GLOBAL 

LEADERS trial

GLOBAL LEADERS trial

GLOBAL LEADERS

Trial design

Lancet 2018; 392: 940–49 ; 
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/ S0140-6736(18)31858-0 



JAMA Cardiol. 2020;5(1):21-29. doi:10.1001/jamacardio.2019.4296

Association of Sex With Clinical 

Outcomes at 1 Year After 

Percutaneous Coronary Intervention

Baseline Clinical and 

Angiographic Characteristics 

According to Sex



JAMA Cardiol. 2020;5(1):21-29. doi:10.1001/jamacardio.2019.4296

Interaction Between Sex and Antiplatelet Strategy on 

Primary Efficacy and Secondary Safety End Point 

(15968 pts)

Secondary Safety End Point 

(Bleeding Academic Research 

Consortium [BARC] 3 or 5 

Bleeding) at 1 and 2 Year

Primary efficacy end point

(all-cause mortality or new 

Q-wave myocardial 

infarction)



JAMA Cardiol. 2020;5(8):939-947. doi:10.1001/jamacardio.2020.0285

Cardiac death, myocardial 

infarction, and stent thrombosis

Clinically driven target 

lesion revascularization

BARC scale

30 days



N Engl J Med 2019;381:2032-42.DOI: 10.1056/NEJMoa1908419



Primary Bleeding and Ischemic End Points by Sex and 

Randomized Treatment Assignment

JAMA Cardiol. 2021;6(9):1032-1041. doi:10.1001/jamacardio.2021.1720



Bleeding Events and Ischemic Events by Sex 

at 12 Months After Randomization

JAMA Cardiol. 2021;6(9):1032-1041. doi:10.1001/jamacardio.2021.1720



Women

Conclusions
Women have similar ischemic outcomes to men

after PCI, even in patients with high bleeding risk

undergoing drug-coated stent implantation.

Women have increased bleeding risk after PCI, with

higher incidence of vascular bleeding compared to

men.

Higher bleeding risk in women could be attributable

to baseline differences.

However…

…these findings should be cautiously interpreted

and motivate dedicated studies.





What is missing?

Statistical power to 
address sex-

specific

differences



Summary of some relevant contemporary antiplatelet trials

Mirvat Alasnag et al. Open Heart 2021;8:e001761



What is missing?

Stratification

of risk in 

women

Statistical 

power to 
address sex-

specific

differences



What is missing?

• Statistical power to address sex-specific

differences

• Evaluation of comorbidities

• Stratification of risk in women

• Biological mechanisms responsible for increased

hemorragic risk



Philip Urban. Circulation. Volume: 140, Issue: 3, Pages: 240-261, DOI: (10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.119.040167) 



What is missing?

Stratification

of risk in 

women

Statistical 

power to 
address sex-

specific

differences

Evaluation of 

comorbidities



Special conditions, risk factors and comorbidities

in men and women with ischemic heart disease

Perrino C, Cardiovasc Res. 2021 Jan 21;117(2):367-385. doi: 10.1093/cvr/cvaa155.
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What is missing?

Stratification

of risk in 

women

Biological

mechanisms

responsible for 

sex-specific

increased
hemorragic risk

Statistical 

power to 
address sex-

specific

differences

Evaluation of 

comorbidities



Perrino C, Cardiovasc Res. 2021 Jan 21;117(2):367-385. doi: 10.1093/cvr/cvaa155.



Access-

site 

anatomy

Body 

mass 

index

PCI

phamacotherapy

Comedications

Risk factors, 

comorbidities

and special 

conditions

Thrombosis

and 

platelets

biology

Vascular

reactivity



What is missing?
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Traditional and emerging risk factors for 

ischemic heart disease in women



Sex
• Biological and 

physiological differences

due to chromosomes and 

sexual hormones.

• Remains the same

regardless of time or 

culture.

Gender
• Cultural and social 

differences between men 

and women.

• May change over time 

and culture.

• Distinctions created by 

social norms. 



BARC (Bleeding Academic Research Consortium)

Type 1: bleeding that is not actionable and does not cause the patient to seek an unscheduled

performance of studies, hospitalization, or treatment by a health care professional; it may include 

episodes leading to self-discontinuation of medical therapy by the patient without consulting a 

health care professional.

Type 2: any overt, actionable sign of hemorrhage (e.g., more bleeding than would be expected for a 

clinical circumstance, including bleeding found by imaging alone) that does not fit the criteria for 

type 3, type 4, or type 5 but does meet at least one of the following criteria: requiring nonsurgical, 

medical intervention by a health care professional; leading to hospitalization or increased level of 

care; or prompting evaluation.

Type 3a: overt bleeding plus a hemoglobin drop of 3 to 5 g/dL* (provided the hemoglobin drop is

related to bleed); any transfusion with overt bleeding.

Type 3b: overt bleeding plus a hemoglobin drop of 5 g/dL (provided the hemoglobin drop is related

to bleed); cardiac tamponade; bleeding requiring surgical intervention for control (excluding dental, 

nasal, skin, and hemorrhoid); bleeding requiring intravenous vasoactive agents.

Type 3c: intracranial hemorrhage (does not include microbleeds or hemorrhagic transformation, 

does include intraspinal); subcategories confirmed by autopsy or imaging, or lumbar puncture; 

intraocular bleed compromising vision.

Type 4: coronary artery bypass grafting-related bleeding; perioperative intracranial bleeding within

48 hours; reoperation after closure of sternotomy for the purpose of controlling bleeding; transfusion

of 5 U of whole blood or packed red blood cells within a 48-hour period; chest tube output 2 L 

within a 24-hour period.

Type 5a: probable fatal bleeding; no autopsy or imaging confirmation but clinically suspicious.

Type 5b: definite fatal bleeding; overt bleeding or autopsy, or imaging confirmation.



Female Sex As A VARIABLE in a SCORE ?

OR

A Score For Female Sex?



What is missing?

• Statistical power to address sex-specific

differences

• Evaluation of comorbidities

• Stratification of risk in women

• Biological mechanisms responsible for 

increased hemorragic risk



Type 0 No bleeding

Type 1 Bleeding that is not actionable and does not cause the patient to seek

treatment

Type 2 Any clinically overt sign of hemorrhage that “is actionable” and requires

diagnostic studies, hospitalization, or treatment by a health care

professional

Type 3 a. Overt bleeding plus hemoglobin drop of 3 to < 5 g/dL (provided

hemoglobin drop is related to bleed); transfusion with overt bleeding

b. Overt bleeding plus hemoglobin drop < 5 g/dL (provided

hemoglobin drop is related to bleed); cardiac tamponade; bleeding

requiring surgical intervention for control; bleeding requiring IV

vasoactive agents

c. Intracranial hemorrhage confirmed by autopsy, imaging, or

lumbar puncture; intraocular bleed compromising vision

Type 4 CABG-related bleeding within 48 hours

Type 5 a. Probable fatal bleeding

b. Definite fatal bleeding (overt or autopsy or imaging confirmation)

Bleeding Academic Research
Consortium (BARC) definitions


